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Fill the empty circles with numbers from 1 to 9. Along the straight and “radial” lines numbers cannot appear
more than once. All sums of numbers connected by thick lines must be different.
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Find two pentamino elements that cannot be placed together in given container without overlapping.
Elements can be rotated and/or reflected.

Pentamino areas

Place in the grid complete pentamino set.
Pieces can be rotated and/or reflected.
Each piece must fully fit in its outlined area.
Pieces cannot touch each other, not even
diagonally. Grey cell belongs to pentamino.

It’s a contest puzzle!
Answer key: describe the content of the
main diagonal, mostly covered by the
pentaminoes, going from left to right,
replacing empty cells with symbols “-”.
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Battlesnake

First draw in the grid a snake, 45 cells
long, not touching itself. Its head and tail
are marked by gray cells. Then place full
“Battleship” fleet on it. Ships can not bend and
touch each other. Ships of the same size can not
follow each other along the snake. Every row and
column of the grid must have at least one cell
occupied by ship. Digits on top and left of the
grid show the number of cells occupied by
snake in corresponding rows and
columns, and digits at bottom and
right show the number of cells
occupied by the ships.

Snake.BY

Draw in the grid a snake, 45 cells long, not
touching itself. Each outlined region must
contain exactly 3 cells occupied by the snake.
The regions that contain the head and the tail
of the snake are marked by grey color.

Pathfinding Snake

Draw in the grid a snake, 45 cells long, not
touching itself. The head and the tail of the snake
are in grey numbered cells. Going along the
snake word “FORSMARTS” must be read.

It’s a contest puzzle! Answer key: write down
the numbers of lettered cells along the snake.
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Figure sudoku

Fill in the grid so that each row, column and highlighted box contains the complete set of the letters, given
in the top row. All occurrences of each shape outlined in black (rotated and/or mirrored) must contain the
same set of letters (the sets can be same for the different shapes).

Word snail

Write all the given words into each grid, following the spiral (all words are used in each grid). Words must
be separated by at least one empty cell. Letters cannot appear more than once in any row or column.

BOROVETS, BULGARIA, OCTOBER, WORLD, CHAMPIONSHIP

Hundred

Fill in the grid so that the total of all
numbers in every row and column
equals to 100. Numbers in cells must
contain the digits which are already
shown.
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Kropki

Fill the table with digits from 1 to 7 (from 1 to 8), so that each digit appears in every row and column exactly
once. If absolute difference between two digits in neighbouring cells equals 1 then they’re separated by the
white dot. If digit in the cell is a half of digit staying in the neighbouring cell then they’re separated by the
black dot. The dot staying between “1” and “2” can have any of these colours.

Manifold dividing

Divide the grid into some strips, 1-cell wide with length 2, 3 or 4 cells. No two strips can be the same, even
if rotated. Some strips are already shown.
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Giant WPC Star Battle

Place in the grid one-cell stars, so that each row, each column and each shape outlined in black contain
exactly four stars. The stars cannot touch each other, not even diagonally. The stars cannot be placed in
the black cells.

It’s a contest puzzle! Answer key: write down the quantities of stars touching each of five shaded
shapes, in increasing order.

Send your answers to answers@forsmarts.com

Deadline - November, 2

